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·'Study' group parties
in library study room
by Jeannene Bumhom
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It wasn't a typical evening study session in the library on Nov. 4. when a
group of fraternity brothers checked
out a study room, borrowed a roll of
masking tape and went up to the fifth
floor.
A while later a library employee became suspicious when he heard noise
coming from a study room on the fifth
floor. The window to the room was covered with masking tape. He reported
his suspicions to the circulation desk
and evening supervisor Terry Dougherty came to investigate.
When Dougherty arrived, the room's
occupants had disappeared. Left. behind were a lots empty beer cans and
some quarters on the table.
"I don't know how many guys were
involved," Dougherty said. "They scattered out of the library before I could
get to them."
Library Director Anne Marie Allison
said this is the first time she can remember someone smuggling alcohol
into the library.
"This is the first time someone has
abused our policy in such a way as to
bring alcohol into the building," she
said. "The group of boys have really
made our staff feel betrayed. If the
group would just come to us and apologize we'd feel so much better.
"I'm not sure who the group was,"
Allison said. "I'm really surprised
someone would abuse our rooms as
they did. I really think the group was
not thinking about what they were
actually doing."

Employees at the circulation deskwho asked not be identified, fearing
they would Jose their jobs- said the
group that checked out the study room
were members of Sigma Chi fraternity.
The employees also said that a
friend of the partiers who was working
behind the circulation desk warned the
group when someone was coming upstairs to investigate the noise they
were making.
They also said that the friend returned the ID card used to check out
the room before library officials could
check it to see who had checked out the
room.
As for the room, it was a bit messy.
"The guys spilled beer inside the
room and the smell was very prevalent," an employee said. "They also left
beer cans scattered around. One can
was even found in the elevator. We
aren't sure how much beer they actually smuggled into the library but the
room had a trash can full of Busch and
Coors Light cans."
Sigma Chi· President Allen Fidelo
said he doesn1t know anything about
the incident.
"Ifit were one of my brothers I think
rd have to laugh first, then I'd reprimand them because disciplinary action
must be taken. If the incident disturbed anyone I would warn them not
to do it again and personally approach
the librarian to apologize for their actions."
Dougherty said, "Because of the
recent incident our staff will be a lot
harder on students when enforcing the
rule, 'no food, beverages, or tobacco
products allowed in library."'

Photo Courtesy of Poul Lester

A PASS TO POE
Poe White (25) reaches out for one of his five receptions against Liberty
Saturday night. The Knights will look for their sixth straight win against FAMU.

SG wants to up A & S fee ante
schedule at registration.
According to Stutler, the main reason for the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
~ proposed increase is inflation. He said that in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - order to compensate for the increasing cost of
A student taking 12 credit hours next fall providing students with services, the Activity
may be paying an extra $10.20 in tuition if and Service Fee must be raised.
Stutler included several other factors which
Student Gi>vemment has its way.
Denver Stutler, SG executive adviser, spoke contributed to the proposed increase. Officials
at an open hearing in the Student Center Audi- forecast a drop in enrollment next year. That
torium Tuesday concerning a proposal to add 85 translates into fewer dollars to SGto work with
cents an hour to the Activity and Service Fee. without an A & S Fee increase.
At $3.05 per credit hour, UCFs fee is curHe said the increase would generate an extra
rently the lowest among Florida's nine state
$262,000.
The current 1987-88 budget is $1,180,000 universities. If the increase passes, UCF will
and with the Activity and Service Fee increase jump to fifth. Florida State has the highest fee
the 1988-89 budget would operate with at $4.61 per hour.
The added funds will be used, first of all, to
$1,442,767.
The Activity and Service Fee is used by the continue the projects and services offered to
SG to offer services to students. The amount is
SEE FEE PAGE 3
automatically figured into each student's
by Doris Pfister
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Getting away ·
from it all ...

...

Fernandez, is using his sabbatical time to author a book
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
on Florida history and another
having to do with the Spanish
Every seventh year of his or language.
Although some professors
her teaching career, a professor is allowed to take some like Fernandez spend their
sabbaticals locally, others take
paid time off-a sabbatical.
But what is a sabbatical and them far away. Professor Ed
what do UCF professors do Norman of the Math Department is in Maine working on a
with them?
According to Dr. Bruce computer project and ProfesWhisler, chairman of the Mu- sor Lee Eubank of the Music
sic Department, a sabbatical is Department will be going to
a time for the professor to China to research Chinese
"reflect and recharge"-some- music theory.
But most UCF professors
thing that's difficult to do durdon't use their sabbatical time,
ing full time teaching.
During a semester-long according to Dr. Frank Juge,
sabbatical, professors receive associate vice_ president of
full pay. They get half-pay fora Academic Affairs.
"We try to encourage more
year-long sabbatical. And
there must be six years be- use of sabbatical leave because
tween sabbaticals, according it helps the faculty to increase
to Brenda Kashow of Aca- their professional abilities and
therefore their classroom perdemic Affairs.
formance,"
he said.
One professor, Dr. Jose

by Cosette Owens

FEE
FROM PAGE 1

students already.
The money generated from
the increase wi11 also help buy
new computers for Student
Legal Services-which is
funded by SG-as well as for a
student union trust fund.
Acopy center for students is
also a suggestion being considered, and the salaries for the
student assistants to run the
center will also be covered
with the additional funds.
A large portion of the money
collected wi1l go directly back
to the students through clubs

and organizations.
SG would also like to take
part in the 25th anniversary
celebrations for the school next
year. The cost of the activities
would be covered by the increase in the fee.
The committee, which is
working on the budget, will
reconvene on Monday to finalize the plans.
It will then recommend the
increase to President Trevor
Colboum, who, in turn, will
send the proposal to the Board
of Regents for final approval.
The proposal must either be
accepted or rejected and cannot be altered.

ROUNDTABLE
nor Bobby Brantly and Republican
presidential candidate Pat Robertson
will speak to the delegates. Vice President George Bush is also tentatively

•WHO'S WHO
Applications for Who's Who
among Students in American

..... .
:

:

$3.85

• ASME MEETING
The Florida Section of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers will hold its
monthly meeting Nov. 19 at
Ronnie's restaurant in Colonial Plaza. The speaker will be
Dr. Gerard Ventre of UCF on
the topic, "Present and Future
Prospects for Photovoltaic
Technology."
Dinner will be served at 7
p.m. with the program to follow. Members, guests, and the
general public are cordially
invited. Cost for the dinner is
$12 per person.
Please call the Mechanical

$4.61
$3.90

$3.90

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SOURCE: State University System

"The ultimate objective is that students will leave Orlando with the tools
they acquire to make a difference
where it is needed most," convention
coordinator Mario Ponce said. "Also,
this summit will provide us with the

Universities and Colleges are
now available to juniors, seniors, and graduate students.
The applications are available
at the Student Center and the
Student Affairs Office, AD
282. The deadline for application is Nov. 30.

:

$3.81

scheduled to speak.

FROM PAGE l

• DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
The Student Health Center
offers a myriad of programs
dealing with drugs and alcohol.
Located in the Health Center Room 155, the Alcohol and
Drug Awareness Center offers
free services to students such
as educational materials, alcohol awareness workshops,
bumper stickers, posters, buttons, referral to recovery centers, Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings, ACOA (for children
of alcoholics), BACCHUS, and
a program called Safe Ride
Horne which offers students
and faculty an alternative solution to potentially bad situations. For help or information, call 281-5841 or 2815447.

Top 6 student government activity and service fees
in the Florida state university system for the Fall of 1988 if the proposed increases occur. ($/Sem. Hr.)

distinct opportunity to draft a student
Bill of Rights that will be presented to
congressional leaders."
Scott Jenkins, a UCF student senator and NSR delegate, said, "This is a
great opportunity for UCF to prove
that it can muster a truly .powerful

Engineering Department at
275-2416 to make reservations. Deadline is Nov. 16.
• DIABETES SEMINAR
In honor of National Diabetes Month, Orlando General
Hospital is offering a free Diabetes Seminar Nov. 23 at 7:30
p. m. in the third floor auditorium of the hospital.
The seminar will be given
by Margaret Hucks, and the
topic will be "Holiday Cooking
and Diabetes."The lecture will
be followed by a question and
answer period.
Pre-registration is required. Call the Nursing Education Department at 2818605.
• STUDENT HONORED
Janita Patterson, a graduate student in speech pathology at UCF, is·one oflO recipients nationwide of $2,000
./

lobbying effort, ranking with the best
big name state universities."
Cost of admission for non-members
of the Roundtable is $195 per person.
This price includes meals and a party
at Rosie O'Grady's on Saturday night.
Any student who wishes to attend can
register at the hotel Friday.

scholarships from the American Speech, Language and
Hearing Association Foundation.
She is a July 1987 graduate
of UCF with a degree in communicative disorders, and is
currently working with young
children as a speech therapy
aide at the Easter Seal Early
Intervention Center in
Orlando.

Cervone has taught Italian,
Spanish, French and Latin at
UCF and has led more than a
dozen study groups abroad. He
will continue his position as a
consultant on foreign studies
to the State University System
while exploring avenues open
for an expansion of UCFs international commitment.

• AISP MEETING
The Association oflnforma-.
tion Systems Professionals
•INTERNATIONAL ED
Dr. Anthony Cervone has joint meeting with Data Procbeen appointed to oversee in- essing Managers Association
ternational education pro- will be Nov. 19 at 5:30 p.m. at
grams at UCF.
the Maison Jardin restaurant.
The topic will be "EmpowerCervone, former chair of ment" by Ken Macher of Manforeign languages at UCF, will agement Advances, Inc. Stuwork with UCF faculty, com- dent memberships and scholmunity agencies that deal arships are available.
with international business
and cultural activities, and
For reservations and inforwith the State University Sys- mation, call Debbie McFerrin
tem.
at 244-804 7.
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JUMP
FROM PAGE 3

university is the primary objective of the the Research
Park.
Marketing Director Joe
Wallace commented that by
bringing in more companies it
allows more research to be
done, and in tum brings in
more jobs for students.
"Everyone -is pushing internships and yes, they have
them at the Park," Tibbitts
said.

About 15 students and
graduates from UCF are employed by the Research Park.
The constant arrival of new
companies is also generating a
high caliber faculty from
around the United States according to Wallace.
ACTRAN Systems employee and UCF student Laura
Dochgerman said, "It's new,
it's developing, and it's close to
school which is nice."
Dochgerman is working
part time as a secretary but
says the possibility is there
that she· can intern in the fu-

ture.
"People here are interested
in what's happening at UCF ,"
she replied.
Wallace stated, "The main
thing now is to increase the
awareness of students and faculty for it help them and it
helps us, and has long term
benefits to the University."
"We are very impressed
with the efforts of the class.
Their outlook is fresh and they
are coming up with great
ideas. We're very enthusiastic," Wallace said.
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RENAISSANCE
COUNSELING CENTER

~

Attention Food Bingers: For some time now you have been locked into a cycle
of gorging on food and then purging either by forced vomiting, laxatives, diuretics,
compulsiveexerdseorconti.nualdieti.ngandfasti.ng. You oflenfeelunabletobreak this
cycle. A group is now available for persons struggling with this behavior pattern. If
you are interested call Renee Brooks, MA., licensed Mental Health Counselor&:
Certified Eating Disorder Counselor

RENEE BROOKS, M .A. (305) 260-5451
Crane's Roost Office Park • 370 Whooping Loop
Swte 1148 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
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DIPPING IS FOR DIPS.
DONl USE SNUFF OR CHEWING TOBACCO.

«.~SUNGLASSES

20/20 Eyecore Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S. V. plastic prescripfion sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examlnat1ons on the premesls or bring your prescription.
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solld color tint
Choose from selected frames - No SUb stlMes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
41 1 S. Se moran Blvd . Wint er Park
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EDUCATION
BUILDING/GYM
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 12
7:00 P.M.
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TICKETS ARE AVAIALBLE AT ALL SELECT-A-SEAT OUTLETS
ALL SEATS .(GENERAL ADMISSION) PRICES AT $10.00
Student Tickets $8.00 Available at the Kiosk
Availability of tickets is limited, so order your tickets now!
For Select-A-Seat information in your area, call 1-800323-SEAT or UCF Athletic Department (302) 275-2256/2139
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Officials boycott AIDS discussion panel
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Public officials refused to join a panel discussion
on the topic of AIDS at the University of Nebraska at
Lincoln Oct. 20 after hearing that an-anti-gay activist
would be on the panel.
Three state senators and two public health officials refused to participate when they heard Paul
Cameron, a psychologist and an anti-gay . activist,
would also be on the panel.

Cameron advocates quarantining and tattooing
AIDS victims, testing all hospital, restaurant and
school employees for AIDS and making all such
people swear they're not homosexuals or drug users.
Upon hearingthat state Sen. Don Wesely refused
to join Came:r.:on on the proposed panel discussion,
Cameron suggested to a reporter for the Daily Nebraskan, the campus paper, that "Maybe you should
ask Wesely if he's [a homosexual]."
Cameron, whom the American Psychological .Association dropped from membership in 1983 for an
alleged "ethics violation," also criticized Wesely's

"limp-wristed-interests."
Dr. Paul Stoesz of the Nebraska Health Department, Dean Austin of Lincoln Public Schools and
state Sen. Stan Schellpeper also declined to join the
panel.
Elsewhere, programs about AIDS-acquired
immune deficiency syndrome, a fatal breakdown in
victims' immune systems that renders them vulnerable to all kinds of otherwise-curable diseases-went
off without incident at Penn State, Notre Dame,
Shippensburg State, Concordia College and Tulane,
among many other campuses.

Penn students demand more ·protection
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Some 200 University of
Pennsylvania students rallied
Oct. 27 for tighter security,
escort services and better
campus lighting after through
Penn football players were
stabbed by local youths during
an argument over whether the
Boston Celtics or the Philadelphia 7 6ers are the better professional basketball team.
All three of the injured athletes-Robert O'Brien, 20,

Joseph Fylypowycz, 19, and
Patrick Maley, 19-are expected to recover from multiple stab wounds, a Penn
Medical Center spokesperson
said.
The attack intensified simmering student fears of crime
on the urban campus, where
two rapes, another knifing, an
assault on four students by a
plank-wielding man and the
mugging of four varsity wrestlers have been reported over
the last year.
uPeople are afraid to walk
around at night, even if they

J\

have a companion," said Penn
student politician Sander Gerber.
While Penn's students were
protesting the attack on athletes, however, other cam~
puses were coping with attacks and alleged crimes
committed by their athletes.
Police arrested University
of Nebraska football players
Lawrence Pete and Neil Smith
Oct. 14. They were charged
with slashing the tires on two
police cars. Smith subsequently was suspended for one
game.

\Tl~ · 1\I~I\TJ~!l
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•

.. ..
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At the University of Texas mandatory life prison term.
Earlier in October, a Pasadat El Paso, police were called
in-but did not make an ar- ena, Cal. judge sentenced susrest-when dorm residents pended University of Southern
complained basketball player California football player
Chris Sandle had been disrup- Aaron Emanuel to 14 days in
tive and threatened other stu- jail, three years of probation
and 104 hours of C'.Ommunity
dents Oct. 18.
And on Oct. 18, Iowa City, service for punching Sharon
Iowa officials added more Hatfield, another former USC
charges against a University athlete, at a party in August.
Meanwhile, Michigan State
of Iowa football player for hitting a female classmate last football player Blake Ezor and
May. Smiley also has been University of Missouri football
charged with beating another coach Woody Widenhofer were
woman with a knife last June, with drunk driving in separate
and if convicted, could face a incidents in mid-October.

A GREAT

•
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Suffering from .
GRE anxiety?
Stanley H. Kaplan. the world's leader
in test prep. has helped more students
than all other test prep companies combined.
•The most up-to-date test-taking
techniques
• Live instruction combined with a
proven Test-N-Tape series.
• Ove:r: 120 study centers at your
disposal.
For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's testtaking techniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and licensing tests of all kinds. So call. Why
go to just any grad school, when you
can go to the right one? '

Buckle· Up

..
•

l

Classes Begin
December 1st

KAPLAN

Call:

STANLEY H KAPlAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER IID.

678-8400

'

...

..

The worlds leading
test prep
organiz.ation.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.

Floridaf·/fs The Law!

Student
Government

•

•

Date: Nov. 16, 17 & 18
Time: 10:00 - 1:00 P.M.
Place: Library & Cafeteria

IN 1988! ,

Student Government. ..
Students Serving Students

-----------------~11111111!1-· .

Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fee as

allocated by the Student Gove~ment of The Uni,versity of Central Florida
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Student G.o vernment
Wants You To ·R ide the

'-

Student Government... Students Serving Students
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fee as allocated by the Student Governmen~ of The University of Central Florida
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.0 PJlllOil 1111111111•,••Bfllillllllltll•Wttl\.Slf~,; ;:;;:.-Will you support
Knights whe~ they

You'KE M1ss1tJ&

go to Tallahassee?
Football: This is it . UCF's entire fo otball season
h as come down to one game.
If you're uninformed about the Knights, the team
is ranked fifth in the nation and can guarantee itself
a playoffbid by winning the last two games of the season.
The last game is against Morningside College and
shouldn't be too rough, so we won't worry too much
about that one just now.
Saturday's game is another matter completely.
The Knights will be squaring off against the F AMU
Rattlers. FAMU plays in Division I-AA and is one of
the toughest teams on this year's schedule.
To make matters worse, we play the Rattlers in
Tallahassee. The Knights have been dismal on the
road, losing four out of their last five away games.
So what does the team need to pull off what may be
its toughest challenge? You know the answer. Fan
support.
No excuses! Tallahassee is only about 5 hours
away and if you don't want to drive yourself, you can
still take advantage of the Student Government bus
service.
The price is $12 and includes your ticket to the
game So come oo OU:t and support the team.
More footba In respon se to an editori al and a
letter to the e~ · or in The Central Florida Future
concerning policies at the orida Citrus Bowl, UCF
booster Charlie Gesino wro to the stadium manager to find out what t1 e oblem was.
Both pieces in the paper complained about the no
re-entry policy at the stadium and the letter complained about poor enforcement of the no food policy.
Greg Thompson, the stadium manager, wrote
back to Gesino saying that the food policy is hard to
enforce without frisking people , saying, "we do the
best job we can and at the same time try not to
inconvenience your (UCFs) fans and supporters."
That makes good enough sense. On the re-entry
policy, however, Thompson's explanation is little
more than rambling.
He said that the stadium has problems with people
that are outside drinking and vandalizing. Okay. He
also said that allowing re-entry would greatly increase the probability of trouble. Why, what's the
problem.
Unfortunately, repeated attempts to reach Thompson at his office were met with a busy signal or no
answer, so we'll have to wait to get his reasoning.
His best answer seems to be that the policy is
standard throughout the industry. That's fine, but
once again, we at UCF don't see any reason to keep on
using a stupid policy just because everyone else does.
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• GIVE SKI TEAM A CHANCE

ent national , regional, and state
water ski ch ampions skiin g on th e
ski team. The ski team is not a
Editor :
I am writing in regards to Lake group of "weekend warrior walClaire and the possibilities of the lies" that are skiing for pleasure
water ski team using Lake Claire. purposes only, we are an organized
There have been people who have group of competitive winners who
written letters and voiced their are trying to win a nationaltitle for
opinions about the ki team and the University of Central Florida.
the ski team's intentions regard- We do not want to go out on Lake
ing Lake Claire. In a past letter Claire and destroy anyone's bioGino Latino made the statement, 1ogica1 surveys or misuse any
"It is up to the ski team to prove privilege that may be granted to
their actions will not disturb na- us, but the sch ool h as provided
ture. Have they don e thl s? No." facilities for the fo otball, baseball,
They say we haven't proven our- bask etball, soccer t eams, etc ... to
selves, how can we prove ourselves practice. Without the school's total
if they won't let us on the lake to do support the ski team has come
so? It does not appear fair to pass within inches of grasping the elujudgmenton the ski team when the sive national ch ampionship title.
ski team has not been given the From 1981to1986 UCF ski teams
opportunity to have judgment have finished overall second in the
passed upon them.
nation with the men's slalom and
Also, in the most recent article trick teams finishing number one.
in The Central Florida Future, a Along with that, Juan Alvarez is
member of the crew team said that the 1987 men's nationalintercollethe ski team is not looking at the giate trick ski championship and
Lake Claire problem logically. The Renee Aurich is the 1987 women's
crew team member then adds, national intercollegiate jump ski
"...they need to take a second look champion. Two of the six national
at the lake. It's entirely too small. intercollegiate champions are atIf it were larger, I'd say sure, they · tending school at UCF. With minor
deserve to use it. But, the point is, school support, look at what the Ski
it's not large enough and therefore team has done thus far. Just imagthey need to continue their inehowwelltheskiteamwoulddo
search." What makes a crew team with more school and student body
member an expert on the size of support; i.e. the acquisition of
water ski lakes? Admittedly Lake Lake Claire.
Claire is short when compared to
I don't see what is so hard about
other competition water ski team making the decision on Lake
lakes. But a problem easily reme- Claire. If the school questions our
died with proper boat driving. credibility and honor why not give
Competition water skiing does not us a chance to prove ourselves. But
require continuous circular paths if they do not want to grant us Lake
around a lake, competition water Claire, could they l}t least support
skiers on the most part stop after and help us in the Westinghouse
every slalom pass to shorten the negotiations?
One final note, if the ski team
rope and stop after every jump and
trick pass to receive instructions were to acquire Lake Claire, the
from the coach in the boat.
team would be able to recruit new
Another issue that has been and better ski team members. The
raised by the Biology Department ski team has already received
is that Lake Mann, a lake rela- some interest from water skiers
tively close by, is 18-to-20-feet possibly interested in attending
deep. Why is depth a concern now? UCF. Among these recruits are
That just appears as a scapegoat present world and national chamfor the Biology Department. A pions and world and national recwater ski lake need only be 5-to-8- ord holders. A big disadvantage for
feet deep. A lake any deeper causes UCF and the ski team is that we do
problems with slalom course and not have a "definite practice site"
jump course installation and to recruit these prospects. Ifthe ski
team were to acquire Lake Claire
maintenance.
Who is part of the ski team? they could recruit these prospects
Presently there are past and pres- much more easily than to just tell

them "We'll find a place to practice
when the time comes." This could
prove very costly for UCF and the
ski team.
At this time the ski team would
like to thank Dr. "Budd" Berringer·of the Biology Department for
all the time and interest he has
given the ski ·team. Thank You.
Scott Willis
Marketing
• DIDN'T DISAGREE

Editor:
This letter is in response to the
article "Profs disagree about why
many fail algebra" in the Nov. 22
issue of The Central Florida Future.
First, the VCC/UCF Academic
Skills Center does not teach College Algebra as reported. The ASC
is a joint effort by Valencia Community College and the University of Central Florida to teach
college prep courses in math, English and reading on UCF's cam•
pus.
Second, the ASC does not have
220 students enrolled in a class
normally limited to 20. As stated
to Mr. Porter, we have approximately 220 math students enrolled. Our capacity is 20 students
per section and we have 10 sections of math.
Third, I could not have possibly
disagreed with Dr. Debnath on
any matter. I was not present at
the time he was interviewed and
was not aware ofhis comments on
any subject.
· Fourth, I did not suggest that
UCF give students a choice between lecture classes of self-paced
classes. I merely explained that
Valencia Community College
does offer both lecture and self•
paced College Algebra courses.
I am sure news reporting is
very exciting. But, when a news ,
article is written, it should contain the facts and quotes should be
accurate. This article did not. The
ultimate challenge of reporting
and editing should be towrite an
accurate article.
JuneJon~s

Professor of Mathematics
Valencia Community College
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"AlCOHOl DO~~N'l Kill. . lH~ WRONG CHOIC~ DO~~. ."

... it makes no sense to put your life on the line tor a 'good time'

If you MUST DRINK, BE RESPONSIBLE AND
COUNT THE COST OF YOUR ACTIONS.
After all, if you.. die, the party's over, not to mention the
'GOOD TIME'
you had ending it." - Darin Slack ,
.
'

Quarterback - UCF Football Team

•

BACCHUS assures YOU a Safe Ride Home:

281-5841

lntervarslty Christian Fellowahlp

111a11t11
Delta Gamma
Chapter Retreat this weekend I Don't forget to bring your Hannah and Some
munchies! Contact Deb W. and Kathy for
info and directions. SupportDG volleyball I

Sigma Phi Epsllon
Get your FoM Banquet tickets from Paul H.
this week in the Cofel Hey Sorority Pledges
we 're looking forward to the Pledge Mixer
Sat. at Lake Claire. the~E Pledges II xoxo

FRIDAY - This weekend at IVCF's large
group meeting we wlll be taking a blbllcal
look at self-esteem. Everyone Is welcome!
Wemeetat7 p.m. lntheStudentCenterRoom 72.7

UCF Role-Playing Club
We meet every Frk::Jay Night at 6 p.m. In
Phllllps Hall on the First Floor our growing
game list now consists of 3 Advanced
D&D campaigns. chill, Rolemoster. Paranoia, and Traveller. Every week we have
been adding new game systems to our list
and as we grow. new games are available. We always can use new talent and
· Friends. so come and join the fun.

Alpha Tau Omega
• Attention Happy Campers! Campout Is
Tomorrow. Fir. 13th-BEWARE OF JA50NI
Those Interested. pay Steve B. at the
house NOWI Volleyball tonight. 9: 15 at the
Gym.

t1•1•11

KappaOeHa
Be at Kl: Palace Saturdgy 9 p .m. for a nlte

Mor F to share 3 bedroom near Tuscowllla
$250 a month plus 1/2 utilities. Coll 6996796 or 256-<>030

weekend.

Female rocmmate wants same to share
2br/2bo home 5250 + 1/2 uttllttes. 20 minutes to UCF call 898-6350 >6.

In Arabia. Next Week little sister appreciation-Remember sisters are Ill sls's tool
Contact Kristen about service project this

Sigma Chi .
Congratulations go out to our 1986 Sweetheart, Jodi Freeman, on becoming this
years Homecoming Queen. We love you
Jodi! Also to our team I Football on being
the IFC Champions.

Pl Kappa Alpha
Sports fans. come see Pike I in the semis at
theFlagFootballToumeynextTues. at4:1 5
and the Little Sister Volley ballers at 10 In
the gym. To propitiate the Brothers. the
pledges are throwing a party Sat night at
the Quad. Get your Pledge Week rules
book from the Infallible One. Fireman's
Ball ls Dec 4th. See Jeff Raines for tickets.
Delegates. don't forget Republican convention this weekend.

Responsible Female non-smoker to share
2 bedroom 2 bath pool tennis etc 235
month + half utllltles off Goldenrod Must
see call Elise 282-2782 Leave message
please

Computer equip. IBM color graphics
adapter and color monitor $350. 323-4457
or 629-17'20 ask for Ricki
9·4· Epoxy wove/slalomsallboard perfect
for first shortboard very durable, exc.
condition, airbrush graphics. must seal
$200.00 Includes board. fins, footstraps.
and mastbase (Natix).

*

72 Buick Skylark V8 a/c-out D.W, P.S.
Central Lock Excellent condition $650.
73 Dodge Polara V8 a/c out 360 eng
good condition $540
75 Plymoth Valiant
ac out 318 eng
good cond 5440
Coll Som 332-0932

*
*

va

BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai w/5121<. par.
serlol ports, lFD. Herc. compatible video,
MS-OOS & GW-BASIC ......................... 5599
Green Monitor .................................... 5119
Zuckerboord Modems ....................... 5129
Logltech C7+ Mouse ......................... 5115
Sullivan's Computers & Electronics 656<>
University Blvd. SUlte 4. 679-0:>42.
11-7 p .m. VISA/MASTERCARD.
1985 Honda 450 Nighthawk-Great
Cond.-low miles-Nice helmet Incl.
5800. 671-0773 otter 6 p .m.

Roommate Wanted
Nice house on park ave Winter Pork 3bedroom 2-both washer+ dryer yard $250
+ 1/3 utilities call Murot647-3112 eves 2815211 days.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Pig Roost-Onk. Zeta Pig RoostOink. Zeta Pig Roost-Qin!<. Zeta Pig
Roost-Oink. Zeta Pig Roost-Oink. Zeta
Pig ROO$t-Olnk. Zeto Pig Roost-Olnk.
Zeto Pig Roost-Ohk.

For rent 2 bdrm/2ba1h across from CF. full
carpet+ kitchen. w/d conn S400 avdlable now Coll 281-1777 evenings. 12183
Des Cortes Ct.

Sigma Chi

For Rent- 1 bdrm condo hwy 436 near
Urlverslty 335/mo + deposit. No pets coll

645-1630.
3 bdrms 2 bath villa Sherwood Forest l /2
mile UCF microwave dlsh'NO.Sher washer/
dryer alarm system. 3 - student C Sl 92/mo
4 -students C $144 658-4310.

Pizzo Inn Winter Pork needs delivery drivers/cooks. Excellent pay. Need own car
w/proper nsurance. Must be 18 Of over
call Mar1<-doys 678-1655.
HELP WANTED
Part/full Hrna
Working knowledge of MS-005 & IBM PC
required. Knowledge of Lotus Symphony
and dBase Ill a plus. Send Resumes and
transcripts to: Russ Koclr. 7600 Republic
Dr .• SUte 600. Or1ondo. Fl 32819.

Baptist Campu$ Mlnlstries
Everyone Is Invited to KNIGKTUTE an evening of Christion recreation, fun and
friends. KNIGHTUTE Is held Thuooay f'N0nings at 6:30 p.m. in the SOL across from
mailboxes. A BCM activity •because we
care about u:

5300 to S500 per week. Part/full time. Coll
P.J. 297-1147.
Granada '78 Great Car only 5850.00 coll
or leave message 843-2169.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-005-687-6CXXJ Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Queen si'ze waterbed. Includes: Waveless
mattress. liner. pedestal. mirrored headboard. w/shelves. padded side railing
and one pair waterbed sheets. 5295, 8981754.

customized wordprocesslng services.

ABORTION SERVICES

PROMPT 1YPING - 25 years experience.
Theses. manuscripts. papers. etc. Experience In math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Troll. Call 658-2067.

Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

Resumes. reports. etc. Goldenrod and
University. 678-4306.

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

Exoedenced baby-smer Good wHh kids of
all ages. Available Monday, Friday. and
Saturday nights. Tuesday and Thursday
mornings until noon. Reasonable rates.
Call 275-4771.

Word Processing Services.
Reports Resumes. Cover Letters, 5 min
from UCF. Call: Berry/Hector
657-472.7

PREGNANT?

TERM PAPER BLUES?
. Relax. let Words 'N Stuff help. Quallty typing & wordprocesslng. Free pickup & delivery.

Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy Information and
referral. Confk::Jenttal. True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center. 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Park 647-1 477.

WORDS 'N STUFF 679-5205

HYPNOSIS for memory Improvement. anxiety. bad habits, Insomnia. sports perfections. Special student rates. Dr. Biii Hansen
679-1011

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
BECKER CPA 'REVIEW will be holding an
Invitational class on Nov 21 at HJ Plaza (J4 & Lee Rd). If Interested In attending. call
collect (813) 963-7403 osk for Donnie.

Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20'X. by lettlng us do al your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions . Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Moster
Card. CNer 16.700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of studentdocuments Sarne day
service avalbble. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
W~277-9600

ATTENTION GREEXSI
Natlonal GreakWeelcvacatlon promoters
wanted. Eor:i High commissions. tree
Corll::>bfxln vacations and airline tickets!
Meet people and gain recOQnltlon on
your campus os a Notional Greek Week
Promoter.Call toll free l-800-525-1638ond
ask for Entertainment Tours.

SALES TRAINEE Salary plus commlsslon.
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention a n RN. film. journalism. and
communication majors. gan experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 !earring resources lecture room.

Financial aid for college Is avallable. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-172.l
ext0627.

Lost Cale HP41CV. Please help me. This
means the lost of an prgms & hours Invested In this calc. WlU pay nice reward.
Surprise me at 273-2571 24 hrs.
Found: Small Whne schnauzer at Fox Hunt
Lane. Call 273-3850.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. l 8-62K per yr appllcatton Info 1-813-254-1 ATC.

Available. beautfful 2 bedroom 2 ooth
apartments at Forest Highlands. Apts. can
282-5657 for Information.

THANKS to our Little Sisters for putting on
Brother's Appreciation Week. We all enjoyed being serenaded at leied, os well os
the Dinner and party. We love OU' Utt1eSlsll

Music lnstruments-Takamlne Twelve
string gultar-$200, Pevey 215 spkr. cabinet SlOO, Wurlitzer elect. piano model
200A 5300. misc. equip- call 323-4457 or
629-17~ ask for Ricki

ABOmlON SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost, confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Resumes and cover leltoo
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657-0J79

Tutoring avoUobleforallclossesover lOyrs
experience coll 645-1858

T, Keep Betting & I'll keep buying the beer.
CU In the ploy-offsl J
MICHBl..E from Crystal River; hove you
checked your oil yen Remember-the
Chevron statfonl Let's listen to some ZED
Zeppelin
Coll H 249-2663
Guido.
Happy Annlversory.
I loveyou.
Honey

Typing/word processlng Grad quality
woO<. editing. technical. 366-0538.

JProfessional Word Processing

*

*

Student Dbcount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0'0.7
Winter Par1< - lrrmed off 1-4

R~UM~/TYP£SETTING
Professional losertypesetting. many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
For term papers. plus at good rotes coll
657-3502. Quality paper. Choice of type.
Call days early evenings and weekends.
Just 2 miles from UCFI

Hope you're ready to buy o lot of beer this
Saturday. We'I need os many points as
you con afford to squash FAMU. UCF Is
number one and we'll prove ltagalnstthe
Rattlers.

-T
ATTENTION LADIES I Tired of sitting at home
alone? Have 18 year-old tuft guys gotten
you discouraged? Enjoy the simple things
In life? Mole. 26. wonts to meet you If
you've answered yes to these questions.
Interests Include watching sports and old
TV shows. good food and real estate. '"
Send photo. phone and letter about
yourself to: C.H. Box 846 Maitland. Fl
32751.

'

Read the Classifieds.in Lime Jello TM
For information on how to place a classified ad, can Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

FIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

'/nfraS/im
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body contouring. Call today for your free
consultation.

50% OFF
FIRST' TREATMENT
Call for appointment • offer expires 11/31/87

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! .
Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
5 Visits for
1

:

1

$24.95

:

I 10% Discount with U.C.F. 1.D.I
I Coupon expires Nov. 26, 19871

·-----------·
(•••)I 1•
ix1sA·

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M.
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042

""'
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Volleyball team looks to defend NSWAC title
Despite slow season start, King thinks Lady Knights can hold on to championship
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Just go ahead and color volleyball coach Lyn
King confident.
According to best estimates and informed
sources, UCF has resurrected from the ruins of
an end-of-the season slump, and appears ready
to defend its New South Women's Athletic Conference title today through Saturday at Stetson University in DeLand.
The Lady Knights (19-15) begin the rugged
nine-match tournament today at 11 a.m.
against Florida International University, a
team they've beaten twice this season. From
there, it's on to meet Mercer University in the
teams' first match up this year. UCF concludes
the first day of competition against five-time
foe Stetson. The Lady Knights hold a 4-1 season advantage in, that series.
"Technically, we're the top-seeded team,"
said King. "We're 9-1 in our conference and
have beaten the other top two teams."
The Lady Hatters and Florida A&M co-hold

that distinction. Last weekend, UCF traveled to
Tallahassee and disposed of the Lady Rattlers,
16-14, 15-3, 15-6, but dropped a4-15, 13-15, 4-15
decision to Florida State.
King was pleased with the road trip in general, but warns that a letdown in a potential

"I think if we play at our
best, in my mind, we
should come out as
champions again."
-Lyn King,

UCFvolleyballcoach
match this weekend against F AMU could result
in defeat.
"FAMU didn't play its best last weekend and
they can beat us if we don't play well.
"I think if we play at our best, in my mind, we
should come out as champions again."

Joe Welnat•ln/ct:NTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Terri Hinton and the rest of the Lady Knights ore looking for a
repeat conference championship.

X-country finishes strong at conference meet
by Tom Davis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite the addition of Samford University and
Florida International University to the New South
Wornen 1s Athletic Conference, the Lady Knights
cross country team still turned in a strong performance at the conference meet.
The Knights finished fourth behind the two newcomers and defending champion Georgia State University.
FIU's Liz Lewis, of Orlando, was named Runner of
the Year by finishing first with a time of 18 minutes
and 48 seconds. Samford won the third annual championship over two-time winner GSU in a narrow race,
39-41. FIU edged out UCF for third place, 100-106.
"I was pleased with the way we ran," assistant
coach Tom Metts said. Metts was happy with the

performance ofthe yoWlg squad, especially freshman
Diane Madison who was named to the All-Conference
team with her 8th place finish. Madison paced the
Lady Knights over the 5000 (3.1 miles) meter course
in 20:38.
Kelly Burwash (21 :55) and Tracy Hart (22:07)
finished 21st and 22nd .
"I was disappointed for Tracy that she did not
finish in the top 1 O," Metts said. "She had an off day."
Barbara Ziccardi (22:57) and Marri Riedel (23:07)
rounded out the top five, finishing 27th and 28th
overall.

•••
The men's team heads to the Division 1, Region 3
meet this weekend in Greenville, S.C., at Furman
University, though they are not expected to advance
to nationals.
"Our objective for going is to get some major meet
experience," said Metts. "The men's team has no

seniors and will all be back next year in top form."
Joe Heller, a transfer from Indiana University,
looks to lead the Knights.
"I expect Joe to finish in the top 50," Metts said.
"Joe has two more years of eligibility left. He has lots
of time to improve."
Ken Rohr was last year's top UCF runner. Rohr
has shown recent improvement and is expected to do
well at Furman running in the number two slot.
Junior Mike Bourque, in his first year of collegiate
cross country, has been the solid number three runner for most of the season.
Jay Getty, a transfer from Mt. Union College
(Ohio) usually runs close to Rohr and Bourque, but
has sustained a leg injury and is questionable for this
weekend's race. Freshman Steve Steffy has become
the fifth man with a personal best time of29:30. Tom
Davis, a second year UCF runner, completes the top
six with a time of 30:59.

Underwood paid the price in returning to football action
by Scott Wallin
SPORTS EDITOR

'

The price some people pay
to play.
UCF offensive lineman
David Underwood has paid
that price, and then some.
Doctors have molded Underwood, 6-3, 255 pounds, into an
erector set. Don't bother with
the jokes about him setting off
metal detectors with his body.
He's already heard them all.
In January, Underwood's
left knee had finally had
enough. After a few arthroscopic operations that never
properly fixed the damaged
knee, Underwood faced a "now
or never'' situation. Without
serious surgery, the knee
could not endure another season of hard contact.
On Feb.15, Underwood's
knee was completely reconstructed. Three scars (two
parallel and one vertical),
roughly four inches long, mark
the spot where the surgeon
performed the two hour
operation. Beneath the scars,
two implanted screws hold a
new ligament in place.
But the scars and screws
don't even begin to tell the
whole story.
With practice beginning
Aug. 5, Underwood sped up the
rehabilitation process. What
normally takes a year of
proper rehabilitation, Underwood crammed into about six
months.
"I got on. my horse," said

Underwood, who was supposed to walk on crutches for
six weeks, but lasted only
three. "I showed the doctor a
cane and asked him if I could
use it. He said that if I could
walk with it, I could come back
quicker."
Underwood hit the pool in
the cool March weather to
work on his flexibility. After
the pool, he worked on a Cybex
leg machine where he kicked
and pulled with the repaired
knee five days a week.
As practice neared, Underwood felt fine. But the most
frustrating part came when he
showed up on the practice
field. Some coaches asked him,
"What are you doing here?"
And, "Should you be doing
this?"
He even had to inform the
equipment manager that he
would be suiting up for football
and needed to be sized for his
uniform.
"I had to tell them, 'I'm
going to be around,'" Underwood said. "I didn't know what
I could do myself, though. I
didn't know ifl could play football. I didn't know if I could
hit."
Luckily for the Knights, the
1984 Cypress Lakes High ·
graduate could. He also finished in the top three linemen
in the 12 minute run.
"I wanted to prove myself,"
Underwood said. "I started
slowly, but I found I could hit
· just the way I wanted."
All looked great for him to
come back and lead a young

Joe Weinstein/CENTRALFLORtDAFUTURE

Offensive guard David Underwood (#73) hos paid the price to play.
and inexperienced offensive
line. New offensive line coach
Paul Lounsberry welcomed
him with open arms.
"I was ready for my Oeadership] role," Underwood said. "I
told [Lounsberry], 'I hear you
coach. I'll do what I can.' I was
in a hurry to get back there. I
wanted to lead by example and
not just talk about it."
Just when his knee was
feeling good, he broke his
hand, severe enough to keep
him from playing. Two screws
had to be implanted to hold the
bone together.
"The hand injury was mor~

frustrating than the knee injury," Underwood said.
Ten days before UCF's
opening game with BethuneCookman College, Underwood
had the screws removed and
was able to have contact for the
first time in seven weeks. His
weight dropped from 255
pounds to 245 from not being
able to work out.
"David is a very tough
player," Lounsberry said. "Our
players look up to him because
of that."
For Underwood, the pain he
still feels is just a part of the
game. His other leg often both-

ers him for overcompensating
for the bad one. He takes five
aspirin before each practice
and straps his knee brace and
hand guard on extra tight.
"I feel like an old man after
practice. I try to sit down and I
feel old."
But to him, it's all worth it. "This year started out very
disappointing for me. The
knee was a very sobering experience, but if we win the national championship it'll all be
worth it.
He paused and added: "It's
already worth it."

Fifth-ran-k ed Knights FAMU bound
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

It will be UCF's top-ranked Division
II passing offense against Florida
A&M's top-ranked Division I-AA passing defense when the Knights travel to
Tallahassee for Saturday's 1 :30 p.m.
game at Bragg Memorial Stadium.
The Knights (7-2), ranked 5th in
Division II, should be better tested
than they have been for the past four
games.
"I'd rate FAMU (3-5-1) the second
best team behind Eastern Kentucky,
and probably the best defense we've
played this year," said UCF coach Gene
McDowell, who will be coaching his
first game in Tallahassee since leaving
the Florida State University coaching
staff in 1984.
McDowell said he rates FAMU better than Georgia Southern, the defending I-AA National Champions. "They
beat Georgia Southern (who beat the
Knights this year, 34-32). I wouldn't
rate them any other way," McDowell
said.
The Knights' "Air Supply" offense
averages 301 yards per game, while the
F AMU defense yields only 109 yards
per game.
"I think they are number one because people haven't thrown the ball
against them," said UCF offensive coordinator Mike Kruczek. "We're not
changing our offense one bit for this
game."
Quarterback Darin Slack agreed,
saying, "You can't look at the defense
and be intimidated by what you see on
film. I'm trying to beat a scheme, not a

defense.
"Fora quarterback, my
job is to read
defensive
lines and defensive secondaries. I've got
to look at the
whole picture.
Quarterbacks
don't play defenses, they
play schemes.
If you beat the
scheme, you
beat the defense."
One of the
keys
to
FAMU's defense is its
pass rush. The
Rattlers, who
have 32 sacks,
are led by def en si ve end
Brian Brewer
(6-4, 220), who
Joe Welruteln/CENlRALFLOQIOAFUnJRE
has
nine.
Brewer is a UCF safety Keith Evans (#32) and the rest of the Knights will be
former quar- looking to handle the Rattlers Saturday at Tallahassee.
terback for
Jones High School.
since Eastern Kentucky."
"He's probably the best athlete
Slack said he is confident his offenthey'ye got on their team," said offen- sive line will protect him. "I'm not consive tackle Bob Garn, who will be as- cerned by defensive linemen," he said.
signed to stop Brewer much of the "I'll have time to throw. I have 100
game. "Their whole defensive line is percent confidence in my offensive line,
the strong part of their team."
and I have no doubt that they will
Offensive tackle Cnrig Rodrigue, protect me."
who will also take on Brewer, agreed,
Slack will probably be without his
saying, "It's the best line we will play top receiver, Bernard Ford, who hurt

his right ankle two weeks ago. Ford
said that he was doubtful for this
weekend's game. However, John
Mooney said Ford should be 100 percent for the last game of the season.
FAMU, despite its great defense,
which was ranked 5th overall after its
eighth game, has been weak offensively. The Rattlers have thrown 11
interceptions and fumbled the ball 16
times.
"We've stayed with teams because of
our defense, but we've self destructed
because of our turnovers," said FAMU
coach Ken Riley, a former NFL All-Pro.
"We've had problems at quarterback,
but that's because our main quarterback, Andrea Williams, was injured
last spring."
Williams played his first game this
season in a victory against Southern
University. He completed 3 of 12
passes for 28 yards and threw 2 interceptions.
"He's just now beginning to come
around," said Riley.
The Knights will attack Williams
with a rush of their own. "Since this will
be his second game as starting quarterback, he'll be a little rusty," said defensive end Keenan Wimbley. "We1ll try to
put a lot of pressure on him and test
him early."
Comerback Reggie Edwards said he
will take on wideout Howard Huckaby,
who has world class speed. "I have to
get physical with him," Edwards said.
"If I can make him more worried about
me than the ball, then I've won the
game."

UCF team that faces NCS is different one
Rudy has made 8 position changes since women's soccer team last faced Wolfpack
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"We have a quiet confidence right now. We know
we can win it, but we still
have to go out and prove
I't .

Figuratively speaking, UCF and North Carolina
State have already met this season in a women's
soccer match. But NC State will literally be playing
a different UCF team when the two collide Sunday in
an NCAA quarterfinal women's soccer match.
"We are a much different team now," said UCF
II
Coach Jim Rudy. "We made eight position changes
since then and are much healthier than before."
-Michelle Akers,
Call them the new and improved Knights. Since
UCF women'ssoccerplayer
Rudy made those changes after a 1-4 start, UCF has
reeled offll straight victories arid climbed to seventh
in the national poll.
NC State beat UCF 2-1 in the last five minutes of
the second overtime in the season opener. The series second-ranked Massachusetts. Up front, the
history is tight and has developed into a big rivalry. Wolfpack is led by two Canadian freshmen, CharThe last three matches between the two have all gone maine Hooper and Fabbienne Carrean, and forward
to overtime, with the Wolfpack winning the last two. Debbie Liske.
"It has been an even, hard-fought rivalry," said
NC State also boasts a pair of outstanding
Rudy. "It is the strongest matchup of the four quar- midfielders in Laura Kerrigan, who scored one of the
. goals against UCF, and Jill Rutturn. Sweeper Tracy
terfinal games."
NC State, ranked third with a 17-3-1 record, has Goza of Tampa and Linda Hamilton, an old teamlost only to top-ranked North Carolina twice and mate of UCF freshman Leslie Suder, lead the de-

fense. All-American goalie Barbara Wickstrand solidifies the defense.
"They are a direct, rugged team that does a lot of
running and tackling," Rudy said. "They like to mix
it up.
"If we can solve their physical play, I think we can
win."
Rudy added it would be the toughest game of the
year but says UCF will be up for it. Senior Laurie
Hayden echoed his feelings.
"The game will be won on heart," said Hayden.
UCF has shown a lot of heart this season. After a
1-4 start, the Knights faced a must-win situation the
rest of the season. The team responded with 10
straight wins to reach the playoffs and then added a
3-0 opening round victory over Barry last Sunday.
The defense has allowed only two goals in the last
11 matches, including seven straight shutouts.
However, Rudy knows that statistics will not mean a
thing come 1 :30 Sunday in Raleigh.
"We are playing well now but I saw some flaws in
our game against Barry," said Rudy. "We will be
training hard this week to eliminate them."
''We have a quiet confidence right now," added
junior Michelle Akers. "We know we can win it, but
we still have to go out and prove it."

)

•

.
•

Golfers surprise top-ranked teams, win tourney

by Scott Wallin
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's golf team is puffing
its chest out this week after winning
the most prestigious tournament in
school history, the 41st Annual Florida
Intercollegiate Golf Championship, a
tournament which attracts nearly every Florida college.
UCF won the 19-school tournament
held at Pelican Bay Golf and Country
Club in Daytona Beach over the weekend. The Knights scored 886 team
points, edging out runner-up Florida

State, last year's
winner, by six
strokes.
"It's a dream
come true,"' UCF
coach . Dale
Wilson said.
"From a realistic' standpoint,
with full knowledge that many
of the teams we
Dole Wiison
faced have six
full
scholarships whereas we have one and a half,
the thinking would have been to finish

close to where we finished last year
(sixth).
"Our kids thought we couldn't compete with teams like Miami or FSU, but
I said if we can believe in ourselves we
can compete with them."
UCF's Joe Regner nearly was the
tournament titlest (overall lowest
score), losing only on a first hole sudden
death playoff to University of Miami's
Scott Medlin. Regner had a two day
total of 216 (73-68-75).
But it wasn't Regner's stellar performance that pleased Wilson.
"If you're going to win a tournament
of this magnitude, one person isn't

going to win it," Wilson said. "In this
tournament, we proved that it takes
four men doing a great job."
The tournament format called for
each team to record its four best scores
out of six golfers each day.
Freshman Andrew Rice placed sixth
overall in the field, scoring a 221 (7 473-74). Rice and Regner were named to
the All-State team. Following FSU in
the top ten scoring are: Florida Southern (891), Tampa (896), Boca Raton
(902), Miami (903), Jacksonville (906),
South Florida (907), Rollins (91 7) and
West Florida (925).

•
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Albert Bowes: Profile of ·a

•

•
•
•
by Robert Donald

•

•

Not quite the typical psychic one might encounter at
the Spiritualist Camp in
Cassadaga Fla., Albert
Bowes shuns the mystical
image expected of those in
his field. Psychic consultant
to detectives, researchers,
investors, and surgeons, the
otherwise joyous Bowes approaches his work and abilities with the utmost seriousness and has little patience
with skeptics. Documented
in Dr. David Jones' Visions in
Time, Bowes· 80 percent
accuracy rate is as imprtssive as are his other accomplishments.
An entrepreneur, Bowes
has had several businesses.
As a certified heavy equipment mechanic, he has repaired tall cranes towering
from skyscrapers. Licensed
by the state in massage therapy he employs an approach
emphasizing spirit, mind,
and body. An ethical hypnotist Bowes offers dental surgery patients an alternative
to drug-induced anesthesia.
Active in Hospice he works
with the terminally ill to
enhance their time remaining.

Bowes has joined expeditions ofvarious professionals
to observe the paranormal in
Russia and India. In traveling with a group to India,
Bowes met twice with the
renowned avatar Satya Sia
Babas, who reportedly raises
the dead, performs heatings,
transforms small objects into
diamonds, speaks to people
in their native dialect and
languages he has never studied, and spontaneously
manifests steams of ashes
from the palms of his hands.
When Bowes developed the
pictures he took of Sai
Babas, one of the frames
yielded the inner view of an
eye, a photographic impossibility for his camera, but evidence enough for Bowes that
Sai Babas possesses some

"I avoid generalized
predictions because
suggestive people
may be swayed and
misled, rather I provide them with precise and applicable
information."
-Albert Bowes
peculiar abilities.
Occasionally asked by
police for direction and clues
1n homicide and missing
persons cases, Bowes provides detectives with detailed
information. Once when a
prominent Florida socialite
was kidnapped and murdered. Bowes gave detecUves
the leads to find the body in
the trunk of a car parked in a
citrus grove and they were
able to obtain evidence to
convict the murderer.
Bowes also assists surgeons in diagnosing \.Villing
patients. His readings are
then followed up by more
accepted medical techniques
such as X-ray and ultrasound. Researchers contact
Bowes for information on
archaeological sites and artifacts, the ortgin and meaning
of petroglyphs, and in one
case he was sent pictures of
two ancient caskets and
asked which one would be
most beneficial to open first.
Bowes' description of the
casket's contents was verified upon opening.
In conducting his readings, Bowes urges clients to
bring a prepared list of questions and pictures of people
or subjects on which they
require information. The pictures, are laid face down on
the table and Bowes takes
readings from the blank
backsides. He asks clients to
refrain from revealing personal information to him
prior to the reading. In his

Photo by Tm McGulle

Albert Bowes, a not-so-typical psychic, shuns the mystical image expected of those in his field.

brochure he forewarns
people that when in a trance
he is "open and vulnerable:
criticism or verbal abuse can
cause me real physical and
emotional pain as well as a
lack of accuracy." If after the
first 15 minutes of a reading
the client fails to see more
than a 40 percent accuracy,
or significant validity in
Bowes impressions of their
life, he concludes the session
and waives his $40 fee.
"[Psychies) have a definite
responsibility to their
clients," he says. "I try to

The impact of Bowes'
structure readings in a way
that safeguards the clients statements during a reading
and gives them something on his clients supports his
practical to help them help authenticity and accuracy.
themselves. I avoid general- Some clients react with hosized predictions because tility when Bowes addresses
suggestive people may be some sensitive area. Others
swayed and misled, rather I react with fear as indicated
provide them with precise- by the broken knob on the
and applicable- informa- door to his reading room.
tion." Bowes states as- Repeat clients praise his
suredly that he doesn·t use accuracy and tend to be for"mumbo-jumbo hoodoo-voo- ever grateful to him.
A drop leaf table sits in the
doo" tactics. In trance,
Bowes' appearance changes middle of Bowes' reading
very little. He talks normally
SEE BOWES PAGE 2
and avoids hype.
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Waters was still Floyd- Calendar

by Logan Belle

Those who were in Tampa
Oct. 30 ex:pertenced first
hand the thrill of one of the
most talked about groups of
the decade; they took home
with them the experience of a
lifetime. This was no two-bit
reunion t our. This was as
full-fledged comeback. It was
obvious to any Floyd fan that
n o one at the sold out sh ow
missed former Pink Floyd
bass player Roger Waters as
the rema ining Floyds
cranked out hit after hit.
The concert started with
keyboardist Richard Wrtght
as he began the haunting
tones of "Shine on You Crazy
Diamond" from the album
Wish You Were Here. The
songs that followed in that
set were all from the newest
Pink Floyd album A Momen-

tary Lapse ofReasorl.. For the
'80s, it's a good album and an
even better live set. By far the
best was yet to come. Every
Floydian in the stadium felt
the presence of some kind of
m usical expertence yet J o
occur. Suspended behind
the musicians was a huge
circular screen which seived
as a visual canvas for the
images Pink Floyd was magically· conjuring with their
music. For example, demonlike German Shepards were
shown running wildly in
society on the screen as
David Gilmour, Nick Mason
and Wright preformed one of
their new songs titled "The

Dogs ofWar". After doing't he
melodic "On the Turning
Away," Gilmourtold the fans
that they would be back after a short break. Anticipation was in the air as, finally,
the lights dimmed for the
second time and then it hit!
Pink Floyd in all of their
majesty. "One of These
Days" from the album
Meddle started off the second set and during t he song,
s u spended high ab ove the
stage, was the inflatable pig
from the Animals album. As
the song ended, the sinister
looking pig exploded in a
flash of flame and smoke.
Most of the old stuff that
they performed came off of
the albums Wish You Were
Here and their most famous
and most successful project
DarkSideoftheMoon. To no
one's surprise nothing from

the
Waters-dominated
album The Final Cut was
played and only three songs
from The Wall were performed. This was a classic
concert. This Pink Floyd tour
is sure to go down in concert
history. Gilmour is sure to
take Floyd back to where
they should be. For many
who attended, this concert
was a glimpse at what it m u st
have b een like for all those
who saw Floyd before the
break-up. Some new generation Floyclians just wanted to
see what the mystique was
all about. Neither was disappointed. Maybe it wasn't just
the wild efiects or the lasers
and mist; not just the flying
bed or the inflatable exploding pig, but the music. The
music is what really matters
and that's what really survives.

Stumped; or, how to avoid sticky wicket
by Paul Price

There are some things that should be
shown instead of described, but there is
always some fool willing to try, {namely,
yours truly}. As an exercise in futility let
me report a pseudo-serious conversation which I wish I hadn't been party too.
I would probably have enjoyed it had I
been one of the onlookers. but as it
turned out I was guilty by association
and could not get the full entertainment
value of the situation by being involved.
The Question was ..How do you play
Cricket?", the answer was "l don't, but I
kind of know the rules. It's too complicated to explain and you'd laugh because it sounds pretty silly ...
"No, I promise I won't laugh, go
ahead."
At this point I should have done what
the majority of onlookers did at the time
and left. but being an optimist 1took the
man at his word and continued.
"Well it's kind of like baseball in that
there are two teams that both want to
win and they win by scoring the most
number of runs in a given pertod."

Hunky Dory

bowl to the other. It's called an over."
He still couldn't separate these conceptsfrom baseball concepts.
-rhen when they're out the other
team comes in to bat?"

"Not really. The team that's batting
"On top of the stumps"
stays in until they're all out. For in"And the batter tries to hit it?"
stance they may be all out for 142
"Right"
runs."
"And these stumps are at home
"142 Runs!, how long does this
plate?"
take?"
"No they don't have a home plate•
"Well it depends, some games take a
This ts where he started to l.ose tL
day, others may go on for two or three
"So how do they score a run?"
days."
"By running between the stumps"
l could see he was starting to get a
"You mean like nning around the headache.
bases?"
"Then the team that had been field"Yes. except they run between the ing comes in to bat. ..
stumps and bales which are collectively
"Look I'm going to be late for class."
called a wicket. If they hit it out to the
"But I haven't finished. There's still
boundary then they don't have to run all the positions to cover.
and they automatically get four runs.
We've got sUly mid on. short leg, wicket
He grasped this with relish.
keeper. Third man.....
..A home run!"
"What happened to the first two?"
"Noooo, A 'home run' is when the ball
"Long leg, first slip, gully, silly mid
is hit out of the boundary without hit- off."
ting the ground first .
"Look I really have to go, let continue
"And they get another four runs?"
this another time."
He seemed sincerely tnterest.ed so I
"No, they get six runs for that"
"But there's so much more, it really
continued.
"You keep saying they? Whose this is much better than it sounds!"
"They score runs by running between they?"
"And they play this for two or three
the stumps after hitting the ball as it is
"Well unlike baseball, crtcket always days at a time?"
bowled to him by the bowler."
has two batters batting at any one time."
.. Yes. but they stop for tea"
"You mean it's pitched to him?
"1\vo batters?"
"Teat"
"Well sort of, the bowler takes a run"Yes, one at each wicket. under"Well theycallittea, butifsmorelike
ning start of about thirty feet and deliv- stand?"
lunch."
ers the b all overhand trying to knock the
"So h ow do they b owl to two batters at
"Do they have hot dogs?"
bales off of the stumps. Oh, and the ball once?"
"Hot Dogs?, well no, not usually"
has to bounce once before it hits.
"1bey don't, they bowl to one of them
"Not much of a game then, is it"
"Where are these bales?"
six times and then change ends and
Haven't seen the guy s"ince.

JUMP FROM PAGE 1
Repeat clients praise h is
accuracy and tend to be forever grateful to him. A drop
leaf table sits in the middle of
Bowes' reading room. A wall
hanging woven by a Tibetan
monk hangs in the corner. A
double image portrait of Jesus when viewed in the right
light displays the shroud of
Turin. A Bible rests on the
table and in the bookcase,
literature onsubjectsincludtng Astrology, health and
sports medicine reveal
Bowes' interests. On one
shelf a corked ceramic bottle
reads "psychic insults."
Somehow the room ret~ a
homey and serene atmosphere.

· Not only does Bowes give
psychic readings but he h olds
classes on psychic development. "Everyone has some
degree of psychic sensit ivity.
It is total ly natural and a gift
from God. There are a lot of
people out there who have
this ability and aren't even
aware of it," says Bowes who
teaches that fear is the inhibitor of creativity and progress.
Fear and misunderstanding concerning the nature of
Bowes' "gift" have affected
him most of his life. As a child
his. early predictions were
sometimes viewed as trouble
maldng schemes. Researchers, however grateful, tend to
avoid mentioning his involvement in their projects due to
fears that their financial supporters may withdraw fund-

ing if psychic participation is
m entioned. In social settings Bowes is slow to reveal
what h e does for a living.
"People mistakenly think
that I'm reading their minds
which can be very intirnidating." When meeting associates and colleagues of
frtends he is sometimes
warned not to mention his
field of expertise. They don't
want to give the wrong impression. Dating is sometimes awkward. Sometimes
women want to date "the
psychic" out of some sense
of novelty while others could
never tell their parents that
they are involved with a
"medium." There are few
women that accept Bowes as
simply a gifted person. He is
forever fighting negative

stigma and stereotypes. In
reality Bowes could easily be
the guy next door. Relatively
simple in h is lifestyle and
down to earth in manner ,
Bowes is open and likeable.
An avid outdoorsman, he
enjoys rafting a nd is a
swamp buggy enthusiast. In
his back yard he ·can be seen
working on his WWII Jeep or
puttering in his workshop.
Although he has addressed
parapsychological conventions, appeared on television
and traveled the world,
Bowes generally avoids the
types of public exposure that
sensationalize his talents. A
devoted father, Bowes retains a sense of humility and
modesty able to take pleasure in the most basic and
simple aspects of life.

•

THEATER

UCFTheater presents Studio E, a
collection of student-directed
one-act plays, in the Black Box
Theater on campus at 8 p.m.
Nov. 20 and 21. Call 275~2861
for information:

• JAZZ/POP CHOIR
The contemporary Choral Ensemble of Seminole Community
College, under the direction of
Rodney Brooks, takes pleasure
in announcing the Fall Concert
to b e held in the Fine Arts Concert Hall on the college campus
at 8 p.m. on Nov. 13. The public
is invited to attend this even t and
admission is free. The ensemble,
described as a •jazz/ pop• choir,
will perform a very varied program of music from Vaudeville,
Broadway, big band sounds, and
the sliver screen. Some representative works are: ·rt Don't
Mean a Thing.: "lnka Dinka
Doo: and "You Make Me Love
You.• Soloists for the concert are
Linda Riley, Julie Ashley, Darla
Sltz. Rebecca Martinez. Steve
Lane, Doug Rabaja, and John
Stockman. Choreographer for
the ensemble is Ellen Cretti and
Robin Lee Parker is the accompanist Kevin Stever and Randy
Bibby supply instrumental
background.

•OKLAHOMA!
ON Nov. 14-15 and 21-22, the
Jewish Community Center's
Adult Drama Group will present
one of Broadway's most enduring musical classtcs. OklahomaJ
, in the JCC auditorium. Show
time on Nov. 14 and 21is8 pm..
with Sunday matinees on Nov.
15 and 22 set for 2 p.m. Patron
tickets are S 15. while general admission is $10. Senior citizens
and ch.11dren under 12 will be
admitted for S6 at the matinees.
All seals are assigned and reserved. For tickets call 6455933.

•

PHILHARMONIC

The Florida Space Coast Philharmonic, Maria Tunicka conducting, will present a concert of ·Heroic Music· on Nov 14 featuring
works of Beethoven, Paganini,
and Tchaikovsky. Guest violinist
Liano Ciulei-Antanasiu will also
perform at the 8 p.m. concert at
the Tupperware Auditorium. For
information call 847-1802.

•ART SHOW
Central Florida Society for Historical Preservation presents the
11th Annual Longwood Art Sh ow
at the Bradley-Mcintyre House.
on Nov. 21. Over 300 artists from
all over the United States will be
featured. For information call
332-7049.

•DANCE
Southern BailetTheatrewill hold
·A Royal Evening," on Nov. 15 , a
night highlighting the presentation of a dance s cholarship in the
names of Edith and Bill Royal.
For information call 843-0583.
~
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Two good thrillers With ·some fun thrown .in
•

• SOMEONE TO WATCH
OVER ME
Someone To Watch Over
Me is not the suspense with a
pinch of romance as it is
billed. It is a romance with an
exciting dash of suspense.
The best thing about Someone To WatchOverMeisMimi
.. Mrs. Tom Cruise" Rogers.
Her character, Claire Gregory, ts a study tn elegance.
Everything about Claire suggests refinement and sophistication, from hervoice to her
movements to her demeanor.
It is easy to see why the detective assigned to protect
her-after she witnesses a
murder- falls in love with
her. Mike Keegan, the detective played by Tom Berenger,
isn't so elegant. He grunts
like· Rambo, but Claire sees
his good qualities.
Tlle main plot to Someone
To Watch Over Me is keeping
Claire from being silenced by
a murderer With some powerful connections. The action
moves from Claire's Manhattan penthouse, filled With
sculpture and opera, to
Mike's Queens house, filled
with wife and child. The differences in lifestyles quickly
become the main focus. It
seems that the romance provides reason for the suspense action, instead of the
other way around. The emphasis on the romance works
well as the primary focus
though because the suspense action depends almost
entirely on luck and circumstance. For example, the only

iMovies

about how the super rich
live. The s~ttings where
Claire lives and socializes
look like they come right out
of Town and Country. Claire
~erself looks like a Vogue
way an assassin gets into model come to life. If you
Claire's apartment is that he dream. as most of us do. of
chooses to open the elevator not only making it big in New
doors at the precise moment York, but making it really
her guard leaves his post to big, you will undoubtedly be
get a sandwich. Wondering if satisfied with Someone To
Claire is going to be killed WatchOverMe.
winds up taking a backseat
If you go to Someone To
to wondering when Mike's Watch Over Me expecting
wife ls going to catch on. matnly a thrilling suspense
When Ellie, his wife played by you may be disappointed,
Lorraine Bracco, does find but ifyou are looking forward
out, she provides the best to a romance with excitement
action of the fihn by giving thrown in you will be
him a resounding thwack on pleased. Be sure to notice
the moufu.
good photography and lightSomeone To Watch Over ing effects that use shadows,
Me could be a documentary glass, and mirrors.

•
BEST
SELLER
Best Seller

is a thriller
with twists
· abounding.
A
policeman, who is
also a successful author.
is
sought out
by a career
killer
to
write a book
and they establish a
s t r an ge
friendship
that meets
somewhere
in
the
middle.
Cleve, the
killer played
by James
Woods, desP e r a t e 1y Brian Denneby and James Wood Star in Best
wants re- Seller, a new Orion Pictures release.
spect and
Dennis Meechum, played
thinks he can gain it by having a book written about by Brian Dennehy, has
himself and the operation he unusual values for a cop. He
works for. Dennis Meechum, keeps insisting that he ts a
however, is not so quick to good and loyal cop, but then
believe Cleve and would he engages in a shoot out in a
rather arrest him. The action textile factory only to walk
for the movie then revolves away and never mention it
around Cleve taking Dennis again. It is also hard to acaround the country to vari- cept that he is so skeptical
ous crime scenes to prove he about Cleve that he needs
is telling the truth. Naturally, proof and then more proof. there are plenty of people But these character things
Pho1o Courtesvot Cok.mb1o Plc1ures
who would rather the book are really unimportant. This
not be written, which gives is a true action thriller and
Someone to Watch Over Me, tells of the Ufe of a police Cleve an opporturutyto show
detective and hisossignmenttoprotectawitness of a murder. Dennis his skills.
SEE BEST PAGE 4

Academic Dishonesty, as defined by the UCF Golden Rule
(Student Handbook), is:

'.

(A) Cheating of any kind with respect to examinations, course assignments, or illegal
posession of examination papers. Any student helping another cheat is as guilty as
the student assisted.
- (B) Plagiarism consisting of the deliberate use and appropriation of another's work
without any indication of the source and the passing off of such work as the student's
own. Any student who fails to give credit for iddas or materials taken from another
is guilty of plagiarism.

See page 6 of your Golden Rule Student Handbook for further information or call:

........................ ...··--· ...............-.
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Not much nice about Isadora
by Diana E. Della Costa

Theater

Prior to the beginning of
Isadnra Duncan Slept With
the Russian Navy, the audi-

ence is informed by the hostess that The Tropical Theatre
is a non-profit organization
and relies very heavily on
volunteers for the production
phase of the show. Therefore
she suggested ifyou liked the
show to please tell your
friends. If not. she asked the
audience to heed the advice
of her parents, ..... when you
have nothing nice to say
don't say anything at all."
But in a situation such as
this, it's hard to do. And it's
not because "Isadora Duncan slept with the Russian
Navy," she didn't, that's just
an author's pun on words,
rather the whole production
seemed like it was done via
remote control- static and

unemotional.
The show opens with the
stage set in the decor of a
writer's office complete with
bookcase, desk and typewriter. The author, played by
Lou Tally, who shows promise at the start of the show
but later turns into a "ham"
like the rest of the cast is
dressed shabbily in a worn
sweat shirt, sneakers and
faded blue jeans. The whole
play is written through the
exaggerated voice of the
writer and this is probably
where the fault lies, with the
written word. The author
muses vocally and often
converses with a movie producer about the screenplay

he is writing based on Isadora Duncan's life.
Joel Trioche's portrayal of
the producer, whose manner
is brusque, comes to life as
he is always walking out of
the room banging the door
while berating the author.
Only his clothes reflect the
"Black Hand" organization
(alias Mafia) which is in direct contrast to the simplicity
of the cast's clothes.
The members of the chorus, as the cast is called,
portray
the
author's
thoughts and writings while
performing on the floor beneath the stage. They do this
in almost a childlike manner
lessening the play writer's
effect. They are well-rehearsed and no one misses a
cue, not even the Ughtlng
director. Thus the whole
production comes off very
contrived with monotone
voices.
The men are all dressed
alike in loose fitting trousers
and long john's for shirts
while the females are either
in a tunic style dress or a
plain looking nightgown.
Everyone is barefooted except Isadora who wears
ankle laced sandals. There
are no costume changes per
se, only different scarves,
neck bands and hats taken
form racks strategically
placed along the walls.
However, the castis totally
absorbed in the novelty of the
production and it was noted
that they all played their
parts as they saw fit. The play
was probably originally written for the highly intellect,
but today Lt seems Hs the
pseudo-intellect who are enjoying lt. Things were
summed up nicely on
someone's t-shlrt in the production department wlth"Support your LOCO artist."
If you see this show, you will,
as this ts not traditional
theater.
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"They actually pay

-me to do this.''

"Absolutely, this is the best job I ever
could have found during my Christmas break.
Not only am I making more than some of my
friends, but I also get to meet and work
with people my own age."
JOB OPENINGS AVAILABLE NOW!
Sea onal openings available right now. Start
at $4.65 per hour. Even temporary employees
working only during the Chri tma ea on can
join in the fun available t Ca t Members!
lf you're at lea t 16 with local hou ing,
tran portati n, and a Social Security Card stop
by the Walt Di ney World Employment Center to
ee h w our pening can match your determ inati n and k now-h w.
Dir ction : Exit 1-4 at SR 535, take 535
North turn left at the econd traffic light and
foll w the ign. Hours: Monday, Wednesday,

•

Friday aturday and unday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

SEE REVIEW PAGE 7

Walt IV)isney World@
Proof of employment elig1b11i1y and 1den111y required.
Equal Opportunity Emplo er
1987 flvt

110t
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BEST FROM PAGE 3
the psychological factors of
Cleve and Dennis and their
friendship simply serve as an
effective balance against the
violence.
Every piece in Best Seller
fits together well. The progression ofthe story is believable and feasible. It has good
sc~nes of suspense, especially one where Cleve persuades a publisher to make
sure that he comes off as
respectable in the book.
Dennis and Cleve have a
mission to complete, and the
action follows them through
it with natural succession.
Woods is his usual effective self. Like the betrayed
husband inAgainstAU Odds,
Cleve seems to have a great
deal of rage and anger that he
tries to keep restrained. But
it shows in his face. Woods
portrays the slightly psychotic Cleve with the same
type of energy on hold. Den- ·
nehy seems perfectly typecast for a man who is not
particularly sensitive but
driven. He has played this
type of character so many
Umes it is hard to imagine
him as anything else.

HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS

International Calculator·
Is Now Meeting ANY Discounted Price!
· F//0'9

HEWLETT

a!~ PACKARD ·

HP-18C Business Consulant._ _ _ _ _ $149.00

HP-12C
HP-41CV
HP-41CX
HP-71B
HP-1 lC
· HP-15C
HP-28C Scientific Pro Calculator
The Business ConsultantA Whole New Idea In Calculators

$79.74
$149.75
$217.14
$425.00
$52.38
$79.74
$199.95

INTERNATIONAL&aI8g~~~ter
2914 Corrinne Drive• Orlando, FL 898-0081
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Now

IN UNION PARK
AT E. COLONIAL CENTER

Bolton's pop sounds like
solnething we've heard before
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

•

;::;::=::=::=::=::=::===========================;-I

[F~ lf~~Source,

Inc.

Computer Systems
• Full IBM Compatlblllty
15 Mo. Limited Warranty
640K Motherboard with
Source TURBO System Parity check
• AT Selectric Typo Keyboard
• Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP ( Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer ) Card
• 150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
• Panasonic 1080 I
Printer t Cable
• Keyboard Selectable
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Rated 3.1 on Norton Utllltles
• Optional 8087
Factory Direct at Wholesale
Co-Processor Slot
Prices: Proof of Student or • 8 Expansion Slots for
· d
Easy Expansion
Facu lty stan d .mg require
.
• 2 360K s114· Floppy Disk
Drives

$995.00

(••)I _ 1-mliiil
@•

lfn11@~ Source,

Inc.

•
•

3400 Bartlett Blvd.• Orlando, FL
32811 • {305) 648-0501 ·Dealer
Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:

aoo-634-46as

Albums

The Hunger, Michael Bolton's fourth
album, 1s such a pop masterpiece that on the
first listen I felt like I had heard many of the
songs before.
I spent hours looking through soundtrack
albums convinced that songs like !hat's
What Love is all About" and ..Walk Away"
were previously released.
To my surprise, the only song that turned
out to be truly familiar was Bolton's cover of
the Otis Redding classic, .. (Sittin' On) The
Dock of the Bay."
"Tile Dock of the Bay" 1s an excellent cover
which features to members of Journey. Neil
Schon lends his guitar and Jonathan Cain
plays keyboard in addition to producing this
and other tracks.
In fact. '"You're All that I Need" could be
confused with a Journey song were it not for
the Unique vocal style of Bolton who's high
pitched raspy volce is a cross between
Springsteen and Rick Springfield.
The voice correlation can also be drawn to
the musical style which also displays similarities to the two artists.
Bolton kicks off the album with "Hot Love"
a straight foxward Top 40 song similarto his
biggest hit to date ...Fool's Game" from the
1983 Michael Bolton album.
"Gina" is one of the harder hitting songs on
the album and is also one of the catchiest.

hot spectacle that begins with acoustic piano
that 1s quickly joined by a heated saxophone.
The song then quickly mellows for the opening verse.
Shadows fall/ Through the darkness you

Gina I'm over my head/ Gina. Gina say it's
foreverI Never been tn loue thi.s way I Never
been in love this way.
The albums title track. "The Hunger," is a
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The Best Of Both

:

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE!
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SUBS 'N SALADS
SUBWAY has the best subs 'n salads because we make everything fresh to your
taste from the finest meats, vegetables,
and cheese. Try a sub or salad today!

:I

.Buy any foot long sub & a 22 oz. soft drink and get a foot long
sub of comprable.value FREE
WITH THIS COUPON ONLY. EXPIRES 11/30/87

I

I

= th~~~~~urs.
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&
2AM

10 3 OAM
=
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Not valid with any other
offer or coupon.

GOOD AT THIS
LOCATION ONLY
3912 Alafaya Trai~
•t
UCF

oppos1 e

When youfeel the hungerI Drivtn' you on/
To your one desire/ Alone through an endless
night/ And the need's never satisfied.

The two extremely powerful songs on this

SEE BOLTON PAGE 6

It's much too late/ I'm caught up in the

I DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE I
I

reach/ As the hunger calls I To the passion

that t.aJces you over.
By the time Bolton reaches the chorus everyone is ready to sing along.

fantasy/ There's no escape/ My runnin' days
are history/ Gina, Ginagirllsurrender/ Gina.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Michael Bolton; The Hunger
Produced by Keith Diamond/Jonathan
Cain/Susan Hamilton

~~~t.

10:30AM-3AM

Limit 1 coupon per
purchase.

I

I
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Michael Bolton, The Hunger

Corso Racing Helmet
Lightweight P1otection
• Genuine Lexon shell
• Exponde~ polystyrene liner
•Weighs only 14 ounces
• Meets or exceeds all Z90.4
ANSI s1ondords
• Complete w11h full sizing
pod kit
• Removable terry brow pod

34.99

Cycles
ortando.n
ON CAMPUS NEXT

TO THE BOOKSTORE?

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Call Us, We Can Help~

26 ~
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Executive
Services
Business Center

I

Holiday Inn
UCF Area
12125 High Tech Ave.
Orlando, FL 32817

••

249-1263
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BIKEi/¥:.~

TERM
PAPER
DUE
11127

~
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.................................. .:-.- .......;~:

We offer word processing, a laser
printer (for a truly professional
look), computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop Publishing. We
also have a Harris 3/M copy
machine with color (red & b blue)
capabilities. We are located in
the Holiday Inn right across from
UCF (behind the UC6 Theaters).

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
RATES FOR STUDENTS .
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BOLTON FROM PAGE 5
album are the ballads.
"That's What Love is all About" is the first
single from the album and is steadily climbing the charts. At last count it was number
44 on Billboard's Top 100 Singles Chart and
was steadily climbing having hit number one
one many radio station play lists.
Video Hits One has been playing this one
constantly, so keep looking for it to hit the
Top 10.
There was a time/ We thought our dream
was overI When you and I had surely
reached the end/ Still here we are/ Theflame
as strong as everI All because we both kept
lwlding on/ We know we can weather any
storm.

Obviously a song bound for fireside

nights, lovers cuddled tight in a passionate
moment.
The other beautiful ballad ends the album
and is titled, "Walk Away." Both ballads
sound familiar and perhaps this is one of
Bolton's only faults.
After three dead albums, Bolton certainly
can't be too heavily faulted for trying his best
to make a mark on music.
On 'Walk Away" Bolton kicks off with
keyboard and a heavy bass line and then an
impassioned plea for his girl to leave before it
breaks him.
Walle away, Walk away I Don't you watt a
minute longer/ Walk away from the love we
know ts wrong/ Walk away, Walk away/ Do
it now while I canjlnd the strength to say/
Leave me now/ Before my heart won't let you/
Walk away.

UC6

CINEMA

12255 University Boulevarde
Across from UCF •Tel: 277-1454

FATAL ATTRACTION· R 2:00-4:30-7:15-9:45
RUSKIES ·PG 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
FATAL BEAUTY· R 2:15-4:30-7:00-9:30
PRINCESS BRIDE· PG 2:10-4::20-7:05-9:25
DEATH WISH IV· R 2:05·4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05
MY LIFE AS A DOG (Swedish with
English subtitles)· PG-13 2:30-4:45-7:15-9:30

EVERY THURSDAY IS UCF DAV•.• BUY A
REGULAR STUDENT TICKET FOR $3.75
AND BRING A ~UEST IN FREE.
i--___:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __

This album is an ear catcher.

STUDENT.
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

-lftlllll\TJ~ J\l..l\TJ~!1 ~oM~

Problems with?
Landlords?

Need?
A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

S&udent Legal Se.rvicea ia funded through Activi&y & Service Fees as allocal.ed by

lbe Student Government of The University of Central Florida
.)

Management Associate Program
Financial Security Corporation of America,
a Maitland-based financial services
organization with an exciting atmosphere for
motivated individuals with the determination
to succeed, would like to talk to you about an
opportunity in the Financial Services Industry.
The Management Associat~ Program offers
training leading to positions in:
• Regional Recruiting
• Home Office Personnel
• Junior Partner Sales
Interviews will be held on campus November 2
and November 16. Sign up in the Placement Office
or call Don Steelrnan at (305) 628-8850
for a personal interview.

L

Financial Security Corporation of America
Glenn H. Martin, Chairman
Financial Security Center 341 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland, Florida 32751
305-628-8850
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When.the Knights Win...You Win!
When the Knights wn their National Championship, 2 for 1
video rental until the start of next year's season. For all UCF
students, faculty and staff.

VIDEO RENTAL
11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door to the Photography Studio)

•

• Free Garden Salad with purchase of 2 dinners
with ad.
• Rick Bennett Singer/Guitarist & John Carpenter Sunday night 8-12 PM - 50¢ Drafts & $1.50
Coronas.

'.
•

365-5087

..

This Melting Pot has class
by Marla Tritt and Dan Jones

Is it your anniversary? That special
someone's birthday? Or maybe it's that
once-in-a-lifetime date who finally
said,"yes," (on the third try) . Whatever the
occasion, you've been searching all over
Central Florida t o no avail in hopes of finding
a place to celebrate what would hopefully
become a night of fond memories. With
what's at stake, this can't be any ordinary,
run-of-the-mlll ,
Ponderosa-type
steakhouse. This has to be the perfect place.
A place where the music plays softly in the
background. Where the only lights are the
soft flickers of candlelight. And where the
booths are so secluded that the only two
people in the world are you and your date.
The Melting Pot is, by far, one of Orlando's
most unique dining experiences. Owned by
UCF alumnus Mark Donaldson, The Melting
Pot is a fondue restaurant- an original here
in Central Florida. Fondue, a feature of
Swiss and French cuisine, ortginated in preRoman times and has now advanced to the
twentieth century.
The meal started off with two types of
cheese fondues. The first was Swiss cheese
and chablis. The next, and our personal
favorite, was a cheddar cheese fondue mixed
with beer, mustard seed, garlic, and freshly
ground pepper. Three different types of
bread. fresh caullilower, broccoli, celery,
carrots, and apples were served wJth both
fondues. which were prepared tableside by
our extremely friendly waitrf:'ss, Tami Duff.
Tami, a UCF art major, not only waits tables

Knight out on
the town
at The Melting Pot, but her artwork can be
seen throughout the restaurant as well.
After the appetizers, Tami served the salads. Again, there were two types of salads.
One was a delicious chef salad with a house
sweet and sour dressing. The other was
equally scrumptious, a mushroom salad with
Italian dressing. We split our decisions on
what was the best, so all we can recommend
is to try them both.
The main entree was actually a vartety of
meat, seafood, and chicken. Fresh pieces of
sirloin steak could be cooked right at the table
in peanut-oil. Or if red meat is not a personal
favorite, fresh shrimp, grouper and chicken
pieces were served with two types of batter,
again cooked directly at our own table. The
batters were a sesame and a tempura. After
the meats were cooked, there was an assortment of sauces used to compliment them:
mustard, barbecue, sweet and sour, mild
horseradish, and green goddess. The green
goddess dressing was also used to stuff the
fresh mushroom caps that came with the
meal Everything was superb; the steak was
tender and everything was extremely fresh.
Because of the wide variety, we can't endorse
one item as best. When ordering, however,

SEE KNIGHT PAGE 8

REVIEW FROM PAGE 4
Nevertheless the story is
based on the true life aaventures of a woman called Isadora Duncan, nicely played
by Karen Wesley Williams.
Duncan was an impressionist artist of dance and theater
who made here genre on par
with the classical form at a
time in history when this was
unheard of. Isadora lived and
died at the tum of the cen-

tury. She was also an advocate of free love and had three
illegitimate children; none
lived beyond childhood. Her
flamboyant way of life were
accepted because she considered an "Artist" who performed art. Isadora Duncan
died just as extraneous as
she lived- driving a sports
car as one of her long scarls
got caught in a wheel spoke.
One last thing the theater
goer should be aware of, this
was a comedy.

ethereis
. . . . . , stitute
. for
expe ence.
~

After.you're done with ..
school, you race one of
the hardest lessons in life:
Without experience,
it's tough to get a job.And
without a job. it's tough to
get ex.l)enence.
At The.Wctll Street
Journal, we recognize that experience is something you don't
start earning until after ~duation.
811t while you're waitmg, we can
give you a head start by. providing
some of the same competitive
advantages that expenence brings.
Fbr instance, our wide-ranging
news coverage gives you a clearer
understanding of the whole complex
world of business.
· Our tightly focused feature re·
portil]J prepares you for your more
specific ambitions - whether in
management, accounting, finance,
technology, marketing or small
business.
· And our in-depth analysis helps
you formulate yoLU" ideas in a
sharper and more persuasive way.
·~

.

Call 800· 257 .1200.· Ext. 1066
or mail the coupon - and start your
subscription to The Wctll Street
Journal at student savings Of up
to $48 off the regular subscrip·
tion price.
That's a pretty generous offer.
Especially when you consider

what it actually represents.

Tuition for the real world.

---------:71

To subscribe, call 800-257 -1200: 1
I 0. mo•l.to TheExt.
1066 toll-free.
I
Wall S1ree1 Journal, 500 3rd Ave. W., Seattle
I b"~~~t une )\'nrnfThe Wall StreetJmrnal for S66-11· I
SOt'UI/[ "' $>18 t1b"tJw rrgnlOI SHl>Sf'1Pl11Hl pn'rr.

I g~1W~,~[,:~,"<tks for S26
I ame

D !Vment enclosed

S1udcnt l.l).tt _ _ c;m~ . Mun1hl)<ar _ _

I Addi\•,,,

.A..

1

. •

~---'Slatl·-Zip _ _ . ,

" I Sch,.,I

Mn~>r

~1!";;t~':::: ·:.:i~~;~~I ~,~ ;·-=~~~~~::·rh,~\\.'J~~"'~·~:::.!.~.'~:!i':::~ 1· ~

1

··Ili~WilfstreetJoumaI.

I
1

~NT 771r dni{1•dinry·1/f. IM A mt'riaD~_:_lc'!:!.J

"In Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380. Ext. 1066.
•'1916 0-Jonos & Company. In<
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KNIGHT FROM PAGE 7
there are combination meals available, so
you can sample everything and decide what
you like best.
As the perfect finishing touch, Donaldson
suggested that wine goes great with these
meals. The Melting Pot offers an extensive
wine list, as well as beer, and coffee. And, as
1f this were not enough, dessert was yet to
come.
There are two choices of dessert fondues,
milk chocolate and white amaretto. We chose
the innk chocolate served with cherries,
pineapple, sponge cake, bananas, m~h
mallows, and apples. Dessert was fantastic,
enough to satisfy even the most insatiable
sweet tooth.
But this isn't just a place for a secluded
dinner. The Melting Pot has facilities for large

groups too.
There are two party /banquet rooms available, one for small parties of six to eight
guests and the other, larger room holds
about 30 people. Both of these rooms are
available by reseivation, taken Sunday
through Thursday only. And the restaurant,
which is located in a shopping-strip ts only
open for dinner due to limited parking space.
The limited parking, nothing new to UCF
students, should be eliminated, however, as
Donaldson plans on expanding to a larger
facility in the future, including more elaborate banquet rooms.
All in all, dinner was a truly memorable
experience. The service, food quality, and
ambience of The Melting Pot provided the
setting for the perfect night on the town.
The Melting Pot is located at 500 East
Horatio Ave. Maitland. Please call at 6281134. Bring your ID. as students get 10
percent off.

. - - - - · BringCoupon - - - ,

1 Individual Complete Dinner I
I 10°/o OFF a $6.95 Dinner' I
I (1) Soup
(Wont on« Egg Drop Soup) (3) Main Dish (3 slars)
I
APPETIZERS
Fresh v.tli18 dlicken
roast pork,
I (Cl'icken Wing & Crab Meat Ra~ scallops, with a variety of Chllese I
vegetables. with roast pa-k fried ..I
mea~

(2)

L------.w,,f,PJl-.~'LEat-In or Take-Out
370 E. Hwy. 436 ~~
_l_ 001~
Open Mon.· Thurs. 11 :30·10 Casselberry
Fri. & Sat.11:30-11
Sun. Noon-1 O

,.

331-4377
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MEAT MART - UNION PARK
QUALITY MEATS FOR EVERY BUDGET
LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER
Meats • Produce • Dell Items • Salad Items • Seafood

Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Knovvs We Need Them Here.
:

• I

• •

, •
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A defense
against cancer ·

can be cooked up
in your kitchen.

There is evidence
that diet and cancer t
are related. Some
\
foods may promote
~
cancer, while others may : ,..
protect you from it.
~~
Foods related to low- ·~
ering the risk of cancer
W~
of the larynx and esoph- .~
agus all have high
~ ,
amounts of carotene, a
/ -'
~
fori:n o~~itamin A
/ 11 f', !~
which 1s m can ta~/ . ,~
loupes, peaches, broc- fl _. '. ~
coli, spinach, all dark
~ ,/ 11';;;}
' %''"
green leafy vegetaA;i:,J~ 1::
bles, sweet potatoe ,
'>.f"~·:o. ~
carrots pumpkin,
winter squash, and
tomaroes, citrus fruits and
brussels sprouts.
Foods that may help reduce the
risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer are cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, cauliflower.
Fruits, vegetables and whole~&~r..,. grain cereals such as oat.,- "'"""
meal, bran and wheat
may help lower the
..i risk of colorectal
cancer.
Foods high in fats ,
salt- or nitrite-cured
foods such as ham,
and fish and types of
sausages smoked by traditional
methods should be eaten in
moderation.
Be moderate in consumption
of alcohol also.
A good rule of thumb is cut
down on fat and don't be fat.
Weight reduction .~:;//~~:e
may lower cancer fl,,~, .'~
risk. Our 12-year ,,~~ '
study of Ii.early a ·
million Americans ';
uncovered high
cancer risks panic- '
ularly among people
40% or more overweight. ·,, ·.
Now, more than ever, we
know you can cook up your
own defense against cancer. So
eat healthy and be healthy.
No one faces
cancer alone.

I
TAMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY@
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275-9692 •

TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

•.J .5 Ml. west of Alafava Tr. 10376 E. Colonlal Dr•. Or1ando. FL 32817 .

Before)Ou choose along distance
service, take a close looK

You may be thinking about
choo i ng one of the newer
carriec over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T:S
rate have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. o they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call u at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connection , operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all ov~
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

.

.,

·ATs.T
The right choice. ,.
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